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Abstract

The pervasive use of glass curtain wall and artificial illumination has saturated contemporary architecture with light, depriving users of the potential experiences achieved through the articulation and interplay of light and shadow. The evaluation of light through quantifiable metric design evaluation denies users of qualitative lighting design expression that influences spatial perception and user experience, engaging the eye, mind and body over the course of the day. Homogeneous and standard lighting solutions deny users sensorial and perceptual stimulation developed through lighting variability and contrast.

This thesis reconciles the use of light and shadow as an architectural design medium to support and enrich the mundane office working environment, establishing a relationship between light, the built environment, and its users. The expression of sunlight, artificial light, architectural form, the physical properties of material, and spatial ambiance improves the architectural experience and spatial perception throughout the day.
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Introduction

What is light? What is its significance to the human body, perception, experience and to architecture? Is it an artistic design expression that inspires the human spirit or is it a technical tool that provides the planet with energy and enable living organisms to see? The evaluation of architectural lighting in contemporary architecture has been increasing following the trend of quantifiable design reasoning, neglecting the importance of qualitative lighting design in shaping architectural environment and experience. (Rockcastle, Andersen 2013).

Throughout history, social, cultural and technological trends have influenced the integration and expression of light within architecture, changing the way user experience and perceive the built environment. Understanding the development and application of architectural lighting design throughout history provides insight of lighting design expression and experience within the built environment. Programmatic need and the architectural experience correlates to the type of lighting design integration and expression within architecture. Creative lighting design expression provides perceptual stimulation that enriches the architectural environment and user experience as environments perceptually transform throughout the day. Light influences the characteristics and perception of form, material, scale, colour, texture, and spatial ambiance.
The development of modern design methods and technology introduced new approaches to illuminate space, changing the design of architectural environment and the way user experience and perceive space.

The saturation of light through modern glazing and artificial illumination reduced the presence of shadow and darkness within architecture. Modern glass allowed for larger windows spans, flooding the interior environment with light during the day as well as providing indoor/outdoor connectivity. Whereas artificial illumination provided architecture with a reliable source of spatial illumination in the absence of the sun.

The saturation of light within contemporary architecture has deprived users of the potential experience through the interplay of light and shadow. It is necessary to ask the question how much light does man need, as both light and shadow have a significant role in perception and experience. The integration of both daylight and artificial illumination has significant role in shaping contemporary architecture, redefining the way user experience and perceive the built environment throughout the day.

Creative lighting design expression within architecture examines the characteristics and quality of light a space receives. The analysis of different spatial lighting conditions provide insight on the possible lighting effects and its influence within architectural environments. The human
eye is constantly adapting and receives various lighting stimulus that provide unique sensorial experience. Lighting variation and diversity within architecture create opportunity to enrich the architectural environment and introduce layers of experiential moment as the lighting condition changes throughout the day. The traditional office working environment has produced uniform light distribution and furniture layout, depriving spatial stimulus through

This thesis advocates the importance of expressing light and shadow as a design medium to shape architectural environments. The design strategies expressed correlates to the effects of light on user perception and experience within an office hub cater to small start-up businesses. The integration of light as a qualitative design expression examines its impact on the human body, architectural experience and the built environment, challenging the quantitative design evaluation of light that caters to function and efficiency. Design consideration of sunlight, artificial light, material properties, architectural form and spatial ambiance heightens the poetic relation between light, the built environment and its user. Through the creative integration and expression of light and shadow, architectural environments become perceptually fluid, transforming the user experience over the course of the day
Chapter 1 - Discussing Light

Understanding Light

Human beings are predominately-visual creatures; we receive most of our sensory stimulation through sight (Pallasmaa 2005). Light provides us with visual stimulation enabling us to experience and perceive the world around us. While darkness reduces our ability to see, heightening the use of our other senses can help us understand our surroundings. In the book The Eyes of the Skin, Juhani Pallasmaa describes the importance of darkness and its influence on perception and experience. “Deep shadows and darkness are essential, because they dim the sharpness of vision, make depth and distance, and invite unconscious peripheral vision and tactile fantasy” (Pallasmaa 2005, pg. 46). Designing architectural environments that consist of dissimilar lighting scenarios provides different forms of sensorial stimulation that engage the user’s eye, mind and body.

The analysis of light and its effects on the human body, perception and user experience offers creative design integration of both sunlight and artificial illumination within architecture. Light reveals the built environment to its users, while architecture has the potential to reveal the unique characteristics of light. Through the use of material properties and spatial ambiance, the type of lighting a space receives is able to perceptually transform the characteristic and experience of architecture. The interplay of light and shadow
within architecture provides user with sensorial stimulation that change over throughout the day. The expression of light as a creative design medium considers its effects on user perception, its integration within the built environment and on the architectural experience. The evaluation of architectural lighting design techniques through sensory observation and scientific experiments is essential in understanding the effects of light within architecture.

A key discovery in understanding the physical properties of light resulted from a scientific experiment conducted by Sir Isaac Newton in the 18th century. In the treatise Opticks: of the reflections, refractions, Inflections and Colours of Light, Newton reported his discovery that light was comprised of a spectrum of electromagnetic radiation. Using a single beam of sunlight that entered a triangular glass prism, his experiment revealed that white light was comprised of a band of multi-coloured light. It was later discovered that each band of coloured light has its own distinct characteristic that have different effects on the human body and perception. Newton’s experiment isolated light into a single entity, but neglected its counterpart, darkness.

When light is absence darkness is present, both characteristics are essential for the perception
and experience. Johann Wolfgang van Goethe expanded on Newton’s light prism experiment by experimenting with both light and shadow rays as they are essential to our daily lives. He concluded that colour was expressed between the boundaries of light and darkness. The cross-section of the refracted light varied the further it was from the prism. The expression of both light and shadow is important for perception of the world, and is necessary in the design of architectural environments and for the creation of related experiences.

The application of light within architecture can be categorized into two streams: quantifiable metrics and qualitative design expression. Quantifiable metrics take a scientific approach in the integration of light, examining it through energy and required illumination for task performance. Whereas the qualitative design expression examines light’s experiential characteristics and its influence on the human body, perception, architectural environment and experience. The type of lighting expression within architecture varies accordingly to typology and programmatic needs. Where its use ranges from a functional requirement to an artistic and poetic integration within architectural environments. The reduction to architectural lighting as a method to illuminate space (commonly seen in the design of offices, warehouses, retail buildings, etc.) deprives
users of its dynamic characteristics to shape architectural environments (creatively expressed in the design of museums, galleries and religious buildings). It is essential to consider both spectra in the design of architectural lighting, ensuring a creative design expression while staying mindful of its functional requirements. The type of lighting a space receives is able to influence the occupant’s comfort, enrich the architectural environment and experience (Meek 2015). The integration of light is a powerful design tool that requires the collaboration of multiple disciplines and design considerations (Descottes 2011). The expression light and shadow as a design medium has a significant role to in shaping architectural environment, one that can push the boundary of conventional thought.

Light itself is not visible to the naked eye and manifests itself through its contact with material. It is through this interaction that allows people to perceive and experience the surrounding environment. Louis Kahn describes material as “light that has spent itself” (Lobell, Kahn 1979, pg. 64). Shadows are a result of light not being able to transmit through a material, creating a dark void in its place. As light hits the surface of a material, the reflected light provides visual stimulation that enables us to distinguish its characteristics. Qualities such as colour, texture, form, and shape are revealed through light. The amount of light that

![Diagram of light's behaviour: Transmission, Reflection, Refraction, Diffraction, Adsorption, Scattering.](image)
is absorbed, reflected, refracted, and transmitted through a material describe the characteristics of a material and can be categorized as being opaque, transparent, translucent or reflective material. Understanding the physical properties of material and its behavior with light provide potential design opportunities to experience and reveal the unique characteristics of light within architecture.

Opaque materials appear solid, restricting the movement of light through the surface. These materials reflect and absorb light, creating a spatial boundary and producing shadows as light is stopped at the surface. Transparent materials allow light to transmit through the material, providing a visual connection between spaces. Translucent materials behave similarly to opaque and transparent ones, allowing for emission of light even while some is absorbed and reflected. Their characteristics change based on the direction of the light source and on the overall lighting ambiance of the surrounding environment. Objects that appear solid in the morning can perceptually transform into illuminated objects at night through the use of artificial illumination. Lastly, reflective materials allow light to bounce off their surfaces, mirroring the colours and shape of the surrounding environment. Their unique properties allow them to perceptually transform throughout the day as they reflect and absorb varying amounts of light.

The quality and quantity of light is constantly changing throughout the day, influencing the perception and the appearance of material (Major, Speirs 2005). It is important to examine material properties under varying daylight conditions, since knowing their range is important to understanding the lighting effects produced (Steane 2011). Some materials appear to liven up under direct light while they appear dull when illuminated by ambient light. “Materials are critical to deepen our experience of light, to reveal what is unique to a site through the experience of light, as light’s interaction with the material world largely defines one’s interpretation of place” (Schröpfer, Carpenter 2011, pg. 117).
The advent of modern design technology has allowed for new construction methods that offer new design possibility with the use of traditional materials. An example of this is the use of stones in the construction of a wall. The stacking of stone blocks and the use of motor joints is described as the traditional method of construction that have been used throughout history to build walls. A stonewall is describe as being heavy and solid, and restricting the movement of light. Seen in the design of Dominus Wintery by Herzog de Meron, contemporary design method has allowed the stone wall to appear porous and filter light. A steel mesh cages the stone aggregates creating openings to display light and shadow effects along the ground. The wall behaves as a mediator between spaces, perceptually transforming throughout the day.
The Human Body, Perception and Experience

It is an established fact that sunlight is an essential element for the creation and sustenance of life on the planet. Without it, life could not exist. The human body has naturally evolved according to the day and night cycle of the sun. After food and water, sunlight is the most crucial natural factor for the control of bodily functions (Mott et al., 2012). The human body has developed an internal clock known as the circadian rhythm that regulates the operation, distribution and regulation of hormones for optimization of energy and growth over the course of a day (Mott et al., 2012).

Research has shown that different colours light of the electromagnetic spectrum influence the way users perceive and experience the world them. Blue light has been shown to secrete the production of melatonin, and thus enables the body to feel more alert and awake. Understanding the different effects of light on the human body provides design opportunities to implement and improve the architectural environment. For instance, blue light can be integrated in working environments that require high productivity and alertness during the evening or morning. It can also be reduced in the evening in order to support the sleep cycle. The articulation and expression of the different types of lighting effects and condition within architecture enables the built environment to support and enhance user experience and overall well-being.
The rotation of the Earth along its axis produces a day and night cycle that changes the quantity and quality of light within the natural environment. The angular positioning of the sun changes the characteristics and perception of sunlight as it scatters within the Earth’s atmosphere. A reddish-orange (long wavelength) hue of light is experienced during sunrise and sunset as blue light (short wavelength) scatters in the sky. During the afternoon, sunlight appears as white with its highest intensity. The sun is constantly changing throughout the day altering the way people experience and perceive the built environment. Light offers the potential to create perceptually fluid environments as its ability to transform the characteristics of material, space and experience. Using solar patterns as a design medium offers the built environment to express and reveal light a specific moments in time, creating dynamic environments for users to experience. Daylight is a phenomenon experienced in the interior environment, whereas artificial light is experienced in the exterior. Day to night, sunlight to artificial light: new experiential opportunities and activities are offered through these changing lighting conditions.

Artificial lighting cannot replace sunlight within architecture. The presence of sunlight within
spaces has been proven to improve the overall performance, productivity and comfort of users (Meek 2015). Light “provide[s] the mental and visual stimulation necessary for the proper regulation of circadian rhythms” (Meek 2015, pg. 1). Design integration of daylight can drastically improve people’s visual and biological experiences (Boubekri 2014).

“The visual environment relates to the proper conditions for good visual perception, comfort, and performance – important design elements in workplace environments. The biological environment represents the non-visual effects of daylight, such as those relating to the production of the serotonin and melatonin hormones that regulate our vital circadian rhythm” (Boubekri 2014, pg. 11).

The lifestyle of modern society has extended working hours late into the night while being overly exposed to artificial illumination and the lack of daylight exposure, negatively impacting the human body’s performance (Boubekri 2011).

The increase concern of economic and sustainable design criteria has value the design of quantifiable design metrics of light, the evaluation of lighting
design through energy and minimum requirement for spatial illumination. This emphasis has devalued the qualitative approach to application of light and has deflected concern with the psychological and biological well-being of users (Schoof n.d.). The implementation of architectural lighting requires an understanding of both its perceptual design impact on the human body and experience, and its technical application and economic demands. Architectural lighting design through codes and standards (metrics) have create homogeneous environments that deprive user of perceptual and visual stimulation. In the 21st century, the progression of architectural lighting from a field of engineering towards a creative design discipline is being examined and explored by architects (Karcher 2009).

Light as a qualitative design expression is seen in the works of Steven Holl. His architectural projects integrates light in relation to user perceptions and experiences, creating perceptually fluid and dynamic environments in correlate to sunlight and artificial illumination, transforming the day-to-day experience. The expression of light as a creative design medium offers a powerful design tool that can enrich the overall experience of architecture.

Light has important role in experience and sight as described by Juhani Pallasmaa, “I exist in life only if I can see” (Pallasmaa 2005, pg. 27). Human beings are predominately visual creatures, we receive about 80% of our sensory information regarding the world through our eyes (Karcher 2009). Light provides us with visual stimulation that enables us to perceive the world. Our understanding of the world is through what we see and vision by Plato as humanity’s greatest gift (Pallasmaa 2005, pg. 15). Light provides us with the ability to see, and thus interpret the world around us (Pallasama). Without light, the characteristics of material and space diminish; we are unable to capture details such as material, shape, form, texture and colour.
The absence of light reduces our ability to perceive objects and space clearly, thus altering our perception and understanding of the world. Henny Larsen vividly illustrates the importance of light and vision in the perception of space:

"We step inside a dark cave. With no light in the cave, we cannot form any conception of it. Were you to describe the cave by running your hands over every inch of it, ceiling, floor and walls, it would take several lifetimes to gain any sense of how the cave looks. But the moment you strike a light you see the cave as a room, instantly perceiving it as a space. Space is a much more complex concept than form, and only much later in life do we learn to relate to it."

Henny Larsen
(Major, Speirs 2005, pg. 25)

Light is intangible to the naked eye and reveals itself as it interacts with material. This is what allows the eye and mind to process information and experience the world around us (Major, Speirs 2005). Understanding the process of the way people perceive space in relation to the movement of light provides an alternative means of designing and integrating light within architecture. Light is a photon of energy traveling through space, and as it
contacts a surface it provides visual stimulation for the eye to perceive. According to the properties of the material, it absorbs, reflects, refracts or transmits light, revealing such characteristics as colour, texture, shape, and form.

The amount of light that interacts with a material alters our understanding and perception of that material. Light that is reflected from the surface is absorbed by the retina of the eye, enabling people to perceive the material. Light provides the human body with visual stimulation that is then processed and stored within the brain. “When signals are sent from our eyes to our brains, the process of interpretation of such stimuli is called perception. ‘Reality’ therefore, is nothing more than the interpretation by the mind of the images focused on our retinas” (Major, Speirs 2005, pg. 79). Working in unison, our eyes and brain are constantly adapting and responding to the surrounding environment, seeking stimulation through light variation.

Henry Plummer states that the “quality of light is of paramount importance” within architectural spaces (Plummer 2009, pg. 13). “The correct illumination intensifies the poetic and emotional impact of a project” (Verges 2008, pg. 9). Whether in broad daylight or dim light, our eyes are capable of perceiving space under a variety of different lighting scenarios, providing different sensory
Discussing Light

stimulation and experiences (Major, Speirs 2005).

In the book Environmental Diversity in Architecture, Mary Ann Steane and Koen Steemers describe the importance of designing non-homogeneous environments in order to improve the overall architectural experience, as well as its physiological and psychological well-being of the user. The eye’s built in adjustable sensors provide users with different visual lighting stimulation, such that the lighting experience under one set of circumstance will produce a different sensation under another set of circumstances (Steane, Steemer 2004, pg. 181). The surrounding environment and the overall experience throughout space attributes to the overall lighting experience. Working simultaneously, the eye and the brain distinguish subtle changes in lighting conditions that help us understand depth and complexity (Liljefors 1997).

Uniform spatial illumination and light saturation have negative effects within architectural environment, both depriving users of the potential experience through lighting variability and the interplay of light and shadow. Lighting variation is beneficial in creating visually diverse and stimulating environments, ones that engage the eye, mind and body (Rockcastle Andersen 2013). The eye seeks information manifested by contrast, distinguishing the difference between brightness and/or colour.
(Liljefors 1997, diversity 189). Pallasmaa writes that “The human eye is most perfectly tuned for twilight rather than bright daylight” (Pallasmaa 2005, pg. 46). The saturation of light within contemporary architecture has deprived users of the sensorial experiential opportunity produced by low spatial lighting ambiance and darkness. These reveal the unique characteristics of material, shape, texture and form.

Known as the Ganzfeld effect, the exposure to unstructured uniform stimulation fields results in the brain amplifying neural noise in order to provide missing visual signals. This is commonly seen in architectural environments designed through codes and standards to maximize function and efficiency as it provide equal distribution of light through a grid layout. This neglects the potential of lighting variability to provide visual stimulation that engages the eye, mind and body. “The more diverse the luminance in the field of view, the more ‘pleasant’, ‘cheerful’, ‘bright’, ‘radiant’, ‘clear’, ‘visually warm’ and ‘strong’ the space to appears” (Steane, Steemers 2004 pg. 190). James Turrel, an artist who express light as a creative design medium within his projects utilize light as a medium to alter spatial perception and experience.

The re-evaluation of light within contemporary architecture is necessary, addressing both its
technical and experiential design expressions in shaping an architectural environment and spatial experience. (Rockcastle, Andersen 2013, pg. 20). Marilyne Andersen, a member of the Interdisciplinary Laboratory of Performance Integrated Design at EPFL (École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne) advocates the importance of daylight integration within architecture as it has beneficial effects on the health, well-being, performance and experience of building users. Andersen elaborates on the importance designing space through perception and experience rather than codes and standards: “Perceptual qualities such as contrast and temporal variability are essential to our appreciation of architectural space; natural illumination adds depths to complex geometries and infuses otherwise static interior spaces with shifting compositions of light and shadow” (Rockcastle, Andersen 2013, pg. 19). The ever-changing lighting conditions throughout the day offers architects a dynamic design element, providing new experiential opportunities through the expression of both sunlight and artificial light.
Chapter 2  Contrast

2.1 Historical Application

Throughout years of human civilization, methods of expressing light in the built environment have evolved in relation to social, cultural and technological changes. Understanding light's architectural development throughout history provides insight into design integration within contemporary architecture (Brogan 1997).

The sun is the primary source of illumination and is considered as the giver of life on the planet. Solar patterns determine day to day activities and influence the way people experience and interact with the built environment. At the start of human civilization, the expression of light within architecture had a metaphysical and divine aspect that affected the way people perceived and experienced spatial environments.

The planning and design of the built environment revolved around solar patterns. Architectural environments that were highly experiential evolved as spatial environments changed over time. Temples, pyramids and ancient cities employed light as a method to perceptually stimulate and inspire the human spirit. Symbols, icons and selective design elements predominated through the use of light for worship. The employment of light and shadow within the interior of religious and monumental architecture influence user
perception and experience. A powerful component of design, light influenced spatial conception, organization, scale, orientation, material selection and composition, architectural form, and many other aspects. The metaphysical expression of sunlight was an attempt to understand the world and life itself. Celestial bodies of light in the sky provided means of organizing and orientating ancient architectural projects such as ziggurats, pyramids, shrines, churches and temples.

The construction methods of their eras resulted in massive load-bearing walls and dark interior environments with small windows. Structural limitations created design restrictions on, for instance, the amount of building openings and light that could enter through them. Allowing for taller structures with large windows requires walls to have greater depth in order to support the additional weight of the design. Massive walls created a threshold as light mediated between the exterior and interior environment. A gradation of lighting conditions was notable as light washed along the surfaces around a window, creating a range of perceptual lighting stimuli.

Architects of the past understood the value of utilizing contrast as a means of designing environments that contained a variety of lighting experiences and stimuli. The presence of light was
often dramatic because of its contrast with its dark milieu. Darkness was express as a design method
to desensitize the body form visual stimulation,
creating calming and ambiguous environments
conducive to contemplation. The contrast of light
and dark effectively revealed such architectural
features as colour, texture, shape, form and
material.

As a result of new design philosophies, construction
methods, and social and cultural changes, new
lighting design expressions were introduced
that transformed environments as well as users’
experience of them. Throughout the Roman
Empire, light was used in its fundamental sense to
highlight design elements and illuminate space.
The quantity and quality of light as it changed
throughout the day altered the characteristics of
both environment and experience.

The Pantheon is one significant project that
integrated sunlight to generate a distinctive
architectural environment. It utilized solar patterns
as a method to highlight specific figures and design
details, thereby generating a distinctive ambiance.
(Brogan 1997). The size and scale of the building
were designed in relation to one another, ensuring
enough illumination for spatial functioning. A
single oculus was used to illuminate the interior
environment, letting in sunlight that came into
contact with the interior floor, walls and ceiling.
Various interior ornamentations and detailing
produced light and shadow effects that enriched
the architectural experience. The Pantheon, in
a manner similar to a sundial, provided a single
beam of light to measure time, thereby creating
experiences that were particular to a specific
moment in time.

During the Gothic period, light was used as a
communicative design medium that depicted
stories for users to perceive and experience. The
development of the structural buttress provided
relief for exterior walls, allowing buildings to be
taller, and to have thinner walls, more openings,
and larger windows. More light was introduced within interior environments, creating experiential opportunities that were new in comparison with Roman architecture. The use of stained glass windows artistically and poetically displayed light to its users, creating ambiance within churches as it vividly displayed colours and light within interiors (Ramos 2015). The expression of light possessed a sacred and religious connotation, it encouraged belief and evoked emotion as it penetrated translucent materials. Spiritual rebirth was symbolized by light in churches as dark interiors were illuminated by stained glass windows.

Architectural lighting during the Renaissance expressed a soft ambiance that highlighted design characteristics and detailing within materials and forms. Calm, uniform lighting distribution provided for visual clarity of the shape of an object. In the Ecstasy of Saint Teresa, the built environment was designed to support the illumination of the sculpture. Through the use of a north-facing skylight that was hidden from viewers, uniform spatial illumination gave clarity to highly sculptural detailing and characteristics of materials. White marble was used to sculpt the figure, allowing high contrast of light and shadow conditions as light reflects off this material. Gold foil was used on the sun rays of the sculpture, creating a highly reflective design element that created indirect illumination throughout the day. As design principles change over time, understanding the significance of light and shadow as a design expression impacts the conception of architectural environments especially as they relate to user experience and perception.
In Praise of the Shadow

Technological transformations, social and cultural changes and new construction methods during the Industrial Revolution transformed architectural lighting expression. Modern design philosophy changed the expression and integration of light within architecture, favouring concepts pertaining to luminosity, visual clarity, function, efficiency and engineered aesthetics. However, the trend towards saturation of light within architecture neglects the value of darkness and shadow as a design medium. The pervasive use of glass and artificial illumination has grown as a design trend within contemporary architecture, although some modern architects understand the value of darkness in structuring light within spatial environments. Architects such as Tado Ando, Louis Khan, Alvar Alto, Peter Zumthor and Le Corbusier expressed light and shadow as a method to shape architectural environments and spatial experiences within their designs. Designing light in relation to perception concedes the significance of utilizing different lighting conditions and acknowledges what they offer to the human body and human spatial experience.

Written in 1933 by Junichiro Tzatziki, the literary essay “In Praise of the Shadow” critiques the issues of modern architectural lighting design through the analysis and comparison of traditional Japanese architecture and culture. Tanzaiki states that the expression of light and shadow within Japanese

“If light is scarce then light is scarce; we will immerse ourselves in the darkness and there discover its own particular beauty”

Jun’ichirō Tanizaki
(Tanizaki 1977, pg. 31)
architecture was a response to the lifestyle of our ancestor and traditions that have developed over time.

“The quality that we call beauty, however, must always grow from the realities of life, and our ancestors, forced to live in dark rooms, presently came to discover beauty in shadows, ultimately to guide shadows towards beauty’s ends”

(Tanizaki 1977, pg. 18).

Local traditions, climate conditions, construction methods and design principles vary from location to location, influencing the integration and expression of light within architecture. Cities located away from the equator often desire sunlight within buildings as a method to passively heat and illuminate spaces. However, cities along the equator screen light in order to reduce excessive heat gain throughout the day. The integration of daylight itself provides a means of contextual design intervention that eliminates universality of modern glazed curtain walls (Frampton 2002).

The saturation of light through the use of modern glazing and artificial illumination has deprived architectural environments of the experiential potential of the interplay of light and shadow. “In a world where we can now create light on
demand, darkness has found places where it is both necessary and welcome” (Major, Speirs 2005, pg. 62). Contemporary architecture has relied heavily on light as a means to provide visual clarity of objects and forms, whereas the use of darkness enriches the architectural experience by reducing the sharpness of our vision, necessitating the use of our other senses to perceive spatial environments. There is a range from high to low spatial lighting ambiance. The type of lighting spaces receive alters the characteristics of its materials and ambiance, as well as the activities within.

Tanizaki claims that the saturation of light in modern spatial environments has deprived users of the experiences and of the understanding of the unique properties of material in relation to light, “Modern man, in his well-lit house, knows nothing of the beauty of gold” (Tanizaki 1977 pg. 20). The high reflectivity of gold allows that material to constantly shine and reflect light under high or low spatial lighting condition. Gold's reflective characteristics allow it to be the primary focal point in any spatial lighting condition. It was used in religious sculptures to draw attention and as a means of providing indirect illumination in dim spatial environments.

Described as simple and refreshing, the articulation and expression of light and shadow within
traditional Japanese houses has influenced their design features. (Tanizaki 1977). A dialog between the built form and the sun is expressed within designs; there are environments that filter, screen, block, shelter or enable direct sunlight to enter the building based on the time of day. Environments perceptually transform in relation to the type of lighting they receive; the use of light and shadow creates new experiential opportunities.

Tanizaki states that the experience and expression of light and shadow within architecture is far more important that the design of form: “We find beauty not in the thing itself but in the patterns of shadows, the light and the darkness, that one thing against another creates” (Tanizaki 1977, pg. 30). The interplay of light and shadow provides the built form with experiential depth as dark shadows overlap with light lines, and as the whole interaction is dynamic throughout the day.

In the design of Church of the Light (1989), Japanese architect Tado Ando utilizes both light and darkness in order to enrich and support the architectural experience. The church is designed to immerse users in an abyss of darkness, creating a calming and meditative milieu that desensitizes the human body from visual stimulation. Utilizing light as a metaphorical symbol for religious belief, the separation of the wall provides spatial illumination
in the form of a cross. The small opening contrasts with the dark interior environment, providing a focal point and evoking spirituality. “The void itself becomes the raw material for knowing the possibility of being” (Richards 2006, pg. 9) Francesco Dal Co on Tadao Ando). A highly sensorial environment is perceived within the dark space, where the low light ambiance of the cross reveals the textures of the concrete walls and wood floor.

Ando integrated two different types of lighting methods within the design; the first one is described as light cutting sharply within darkness and the second one expresses light that is scattered and diffused within space. One acts as a focal point while the other creates spatial ambiance within the design. The church utilizes reflective light along a concrete wall to provide a soft ambiance to support the functioning of the church throughout the day. The church successfully expresses different spatial lighting methods that influence user experience and perception. By integrating different lighting conditions within environments, our eyes, mind and body are constantly adapting to the various lighting stimulus within, enriching the overall architectural experience (Boyce 1981).

In the words of Le Corbusier: “Architecture is the masterly, correct, and magnificent play of masses brought together in light. Our eyes are made to
see forms in light; light and shade reveal these forms.” (Corbusier 1986, pg. 29). Light reveals architecture and architecture reveals light. The integration of light within the built environment has the potential to change the way we perceive and experience space. One of the pioneers of modern architecture, Le Corbusier understood the value of darkness in structuring light later in his career. The articulation and expression of light and shadow in the Chapel of Ronchamp (1954) helped shape the architectural design. The employment of highly textured surfaces, colours, and the redirection and filtration of light provide enriching perceptual stimulation (Steane 2011).

Roofs, walls, openings and materials were expressed as optical instruments, providing a variety of different lighting effects that change in relation to solar orientation. The three design treatments that help support the expression of light and shadow within Ronchamp are: increasing the wall depth to allow light to mediate through; the filtration or screening of light; and the use of selective openings throughout the architectural form. Ronchamp is an example at which light and shadow is treated as a design medium to shape architectural environments and experience. The structuring of light through darkness amplifies the presence of light. Spatial lighting variation provides within the design provides engaging experiential opportunity.
that are unique to spatial function and time of day. Its perceptual transformation provide unique lighting experiences and moments throughout the day.
Chapter 3 - Luminosity

Modern Transformation

During the Industrial Revolution, the introduction of new technologies and design concepts, along with cultural changes, resulted in new design expressions that included innovative ways of expressing light. The traditional architecture of the 19th century and early 20th centuries has been described variously as machine aesthetics, showcasing the minimalist ideals, the expression of form, design clarity and luminosity (Riley 2003). The manufacturing process allowed for efficient means of mass production of material and products. Natural materials rich in texture and colour were replaced by panelized sheet material. Architecture represented timeless objects and presented designs that showcased the ideology of perfection through highly polished surfaces and forms.

Architecture changes constantly as new design methodologies and technologies are introduced. “Industry has created its tools. Business has modified its habits and customs. Construction has found new means. Architecture finds itself confronted with new laws”. (Corbusier 1986, pg. 283). The expression of light, along with other aspects of design, has evolved in response to these new design ideologies.

Modern architecture utilized structural columns as a method to support the dead load of floors and roofs, eliminating the role of structural walls. This
allowed for more openings in exterior walls, as they could now be designed lighter and thinner. An open floor plate concept allowed light to flow between spaces, creating highly illuminated interior environments. The façade plays a vital role in the experience and mediation of light as described by Louis Kahn,

“The great historical architectures were built in masonry, which necessitated thick walls. Openings in these walls reflected the light from their sides and sculpted the light as it entered the room. Modern architecture, with the sophistication of its thin materials, does not provide such modulation of light” (Lobell, Kahn 1979, pg. 64).

Wall depth plays a vital role in the mediation of light between exteriors and interiors. Having a wall with a greater depth allows more opportunities to modulate and express light and shadow conditions in comparison to a flat or thin wall assembly. Modern lighting design expression values the use of reflectivity and glass, whereas historic architecture displayed a fascination with light and shadow effects within materials and the assembly as a whole in order to generate the architectural environment and experience (Richard 2006).

The saturation of light within architecture has deprived users of the potential experience of interplay of light and shadow. It is important to ask the question: “How much light does man need, and how much darkness?” (Verges 2008, pg. 10). Juhani Pallasmaa discusses the issue of light saturation in relation to architectural experience, “Homogeneous bright light paralyses the imagination in the same way that homogenization of space weakens the experience of being, and wipes away the sense of place” (Pallasmaa 2005, pg. 46). Lighting design through codes and standards produces homogeneous environments that maximize function and efficiency. Architectural environments can creatively integrate and express
light in order to engage user perception while enriching the architectural experience.

The wide spread use of glass curtain walls in contemporary architecture has limited the understanding of different lighting experiences. Luis Barragan explains:

“The use of enormous plate windows... they deprive our buildings of intimacy, the effect of shadow and atmosphere. Architects all over the world have been mistaken in the proportions which they have assigned to large plate windows or spaces opening to the outside... we have lost our sense of intimate life, and have become forced to live public lives, essentially away from home” (Pallasmaa 2005, pg. 102).

Large glazed windows allow for a seamless connection between interior and exterior, creating highly illuminated interiors that connect with the outdoor environment. Increasing the amount of daylight within the interior is described as creating a more pleasant, cheerful and comfortable effect. Quality may exceed quantity, as Pallasmaa points out. “Most contemporary public spaces would become more enjoyable through a lower light intensity and its uneven distribution” (Pallasmaa 2005, pg. 46). The expression of light and shadow as a design medium examines the effects of different spatial lighting conditions on user perception and on the architectural experience.

Modern architecture replaced hand-crafted materials with manufactured components, reducing the interplay of light and shadow through impurities and imperfections. Pallasmaa explains the characteristics of materials after the Industrial Revolution. “The Modernist surface is treated as an abstracted boundary of volume, and has a conceptual rather than a sensory essence. These surfaces tend to remain mute, as shape and volume are given priority; form is vocal, whereas matter
remains mute (Pallasmaa 2000, pg. 78)."

He continues: “Modernist architecture has preferred materials and surfaces that seek the effect of flatness, immaterial abstractness and timelessness” (Pallasmaa 2000, pg. 78). Natural materials have a non-uniform chemical composition; their variations in textures, colours, and densities produces irregular lighting patterns. These subtle variations are revealed under light, providing subtle perceptual stimulation that enriches the architectural environment.

Gaston Bachelard explains that Modern architecture has been preoccupied with formal design as the architectural experience, neglecting the importance of material expression and design application. “He considered that images arising from matter project deeper and more profound experiences than do images of forms. Matter evokes unconscious images and emotions, but modernity at large has been primarily concerned with form” (Pallasmaa 2000, pg. 80). Thomas Schroepfer expresses his desire that architecture not conform to traditional ideas, but rather celebrate materials and reveal them through light, expressing them in a manner “true to their inherent nature” (Schröpfer, Carpenter 2011, pg. 10). “A sensitive understanding of materials provides more than just a builder’s means to a designer’s end. Studies of materials inspire new understanding of power-to-whole relationships, organizational configurations, and phenomenological effects” (Schröpfer, Carpenter 2011, pg. 10).

Lighting has a series of functional roles beyond simply rendering our surroundings visible. It reveals the richness of materials – the rough texture of concrete, the translucence of etched glass, the gleam of polished granite. While materials possess physical properties, their effects can vary through use of designed lighting.
Light Saturation

The fascination of architecture with glass and its ability to admit light into interior spaces is evident throughout history. It was not until technological advancements allowed glass to be easily manufactured and made its use feasible that it became a common building material. Early glass design projects such as the Crystal Palace and Glass House introduced a new architectural design aesthetics that utilized modern technology and materials such as concrete, steel and glass. The saturation of light created an alternative spatial design that contrasted with traditional integration of lighting in designs. In the past, interior environments were commonly dark and gloomy with limited spatial illumination and outdoor connection. However, modern glazing created a seamless boundary that allowed light to flood into interiors. This experiential connection between interior and exterior environments became a popular design theme within contemporary architecture.

The invention of modern electrical lighting provided architecture with a reliable source of illumination, removing the dependency on sunlight for illumination of spaces. Artificial illumination allows for new spatial experiences and design expressions, redefining the way architecture is designed and experienced at night. Through the use of artificial illumination modern society
has developed a night culture filled with social activities and events. The ability to control and manipulate artificial light offers a powerful design medium that is able to transform the characteristics and experience of architecture. Design application of artificial illumination considers the direction of light sources, as well as their intensity, brightness, hue and arrangement.

Glass can blur the boundary between interior and exterior environments, extending the perception of space between the two environments. When viewed from the exterior, the layers of perception can be described as follows: the foreground is considered to include the exterior façade and outdoor elements; mid-ground refers to occupants and furnishing, and the background consists of interior walls. People outside a building are able to view the activities within and vice versa. The resulting condition allows for multiple layers of objects, surfaces, materials, and light fixture to be compiled and composed into a single framed view that influences user perception.

Daylight is described as a phenomenon of the interior, artificial light is of the exterior. During the day, glass allows sunlight to be expressed and experienced within interior environments. It not only illuminates spaces but also creates light and shadow effects. The use of artificial illumination at
night enables the built environment to appear as illuminated objects on the street. James Carpenter, a light artist and designer believes that glass is one of the most intriguing material to work with, “The aim is to extend the experience of the boundary between the interior and exterior well beyond the physical depth of the building skin by understanding the optical and perceptual transition that occurs at that boundary” (Schröpfer, Carpenter 2011). Inherent within the physical properties of glass, is its ability to transmit, reflect, refract and absorb light based on the treatment of the surface.

Ease of construction, assembly and the unique effects of lighting has popularized the use of glass curtain walls in modern architecture. Regarded as one of the pioneers of modern architecture, Mies van de Rohe was fascinated with the potential of glass in shaping the architectural environment and experience. His obsession with reflective surfaces and minimalist design ideal were expressed within his designs, where they created perceptually stimulating environments that transformed throughout the day. Designed by Mies, the Seagram Building introduced a new architectural design expression through its use of glass and artificial lighting. The use of a glass façade allowed the building to reflect and display its surroundings, transforming its appearance as the sky changes colour. During the evening, the
building perceptually transform into an illuminated object that displays its interior towards the city. The Seagram Building reveals the unique potential of glass and artificial illumination to create architectural environments that are perceptually stimulating throughout the day.

Partially the work of lighting designer Richard Kelly, the Seagram Building utilizes interior finishings and surface treatments to influence the exterior illumination during the night. The orange hue emitted by the building results from the use of wood within the office. The intensity and hue of the light expressed vary based on the type of wood used, its treatment and colour. Designing the light source is not the only method of expressing and experiencing light. As light interacts with surrounding materials, reflected light carries information along with it.

Kelly’s research on lighting technology help introduce artificial lighting as a creative design expression within modern architecture. His essay ‘Lighting as an Integral Part of Architecture’ (1952) describes the effects of various modern lighting technologies and design methods as they are integrated and expressed within architecture. Kelly analyzed the type of lighting effects produced by a variety of artificial lighting sources and decided that the six qualities that must be controlled are

- **Focal Glow**
- **Ambient Luminescence**
- **Play of Brilliance**

Lighting Effects seen in the Natural Environment
1. Focal Glow
2. Ambient Luminescence
3. Play of Brilliance
- intensity, brightness, diffusion, spectral colour, motion, and direction. This control means that the design of artificial illumination is not limited to codes and standards but has the potential to enrich architectural environment and experience.

Kelly further developed three lighting design principles in relation to the type of experience they offered within architecture. These concepts are (in contemporary terminology): 1. Focal Glow (Task Lighting), 2. Ambient Luminescence (General Lighting), and lastly 3. Play of Brilliance (Sparkle) (Kelly, Neumann 2010). Focal glow is described as being the focal spatial illumination within a space, a highly illuminated object that commands attention. Ambient luminescence is the overall spatial illumination that is created through indirect or direct illumination. The last principle is described as a lighting spectacle, where the expression of light evokes a sense of imagination and wonder. The design of architectural environments that includes both a focal glow and ambient luminescence ensures an expression of lighting diversity that provides different forms of lighting stimuli within a space.
Chapter 4 - Porosity

Contemporary Paradigm

The expression of light in contemporary architecture has followed trends in modern lighting design techniques. The saturation of light through large glazed windows and artificial illumination define architectural lighting design within contemporary architecture. As concern for energy consumption continues to rise, the demand for energy-efficient and sustainable lighting design solutions has neglected qualitative light design integration.

“In modern times when it comes to designing with [natural and artificial light], designers, engineers and researchers refer to numerous codes and standards (e.g. CIBSE 1994), which elaborate primarily the quantitative recommendations but are lacking in offering overall qualitative advice. We know how to achieve a certain recommended illuminance level on, for example, the workplace of a side-lit office but we know little about how this office will appear to its user”

(Steane, Steemers 2004 pg. 180).

Marilyne Andersen describes the issue of architectural design within contemporary society, “In today’s context of heightened environmental awareness, we feel pressure to evaluate architecture in terms of sustainable performance criteria”
This tendency ultimately influences the integration of light within the built environment, as its artistic and poetic expression is often ignored in favour of practicality and efficiency. Michelle Addington, whose research explores energy systems, advanced materials, and innovative technology within the building envelope, states that: “The search for an energy-efficient source drives much of the advanced research for many of the major lighting manufacturers” (Kelly, Neumann 2010, pg. 98).

Architectural design must ‘perform’ according to both qualitative and quantitative criteria, and we must work to re-establish the role of perceptual and preferential indicators in our language about performance. (Rockcastle, Andersen 2013, pg. 1). Research reveals that metric-driven lighting designs do not provide comfortable and visually engaging working environments, and so do not fulfil the potential of lighting. (Boubekri 2014). “We need to rebalance our definition of “performance” to include those perceptual and aesthetic aspects of light” (Rockcastle, Andersen 2013). William Lam’s term “Lighting by Design, Not Engineering” references the desire to utilize light as a creative design medium in shaping architectural environments in relation to user perception and experience. While design arises from creative individual expression, engineering is based on functionality and efficiency.
Quantifiable lighting design metrics ensure that interiors receive the required type of lighting for the performance of specific tasks. Whereas qualitative lighting design integration involves a creative design expression that influence the spatial ambiance and experience. Le Corbusier described this term as “eyes that do not see”. It is necessary to develop standards in order to ensure all buildings receive correct design applications. Once a standard is met, future designs will be able to refine ideas and concepts based on preferences and design approaches. An example of this is the amount of light needed to provide adequate illumination on a desk. If the minimal requirement of lighting of a desk is 500 Lux (quantifiable metrics), a design possibility is to distribute the 500 Lux through a series of fixtures and interior finishings, rather than by means of a single output from the light source (perceptual / experiential design application). Light's design possibilities can be developed based on desired spatial ambiance and experience.

The effects of light on the human body, perception and experience is not yet fully understood, its investigation and integration within architecture is able to redefine the expression and integration of light (Boubekri 2014). A large body of research has examined how light expression within office environments can improve job performance and
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Categorization of the types spatial lighting effects

Whether in an office, museum, warehouse, school, and etc... uniform distribution of artificial light floods the interior environment, maximizing function and efficiency (Kelly, Neumann 2010). Homogeneous lighting has deprived users of the potential experience of creative lighting design expression (Kelly, Neumann 2010). Our daily lives take place mostly indoors in spaces with uniform illumination. The outdoor environment is filled with lighting contrasts through an arrangement of different forms, materials, colours, and shapes, and a variation in lighting intensity.

The categorization of lighting effects within built architectural projects provides an understanding of the type of experience produced through particular spatial lighting condition. The resulting study revealed that the expression of light and shadow varies according to temporal conditions, providing visual stimulation within a space. Light is often used in circulation spaces, public spaces and open environments as they require open illumination. Low spatial ambiance and high-lighting contrasts are designed for contemplative and religious buildings. When light is the focal point of a space, the effect can be spiritual and meditative. High spatial illumination is often expressed in residential buildings to provide indoor and outdoor connectivity. Lastly, the use
of diffused illumination is integrated in light-sensitive programmatic activity, where consistent illumination throughout the day is required. There are definite correlations between programmatic uses and types of lighting (Rockcastle, Andersen 2013). The various lighting effects and design expressions showcase the vast potential for light to shape architectural environments and experience.

Helmut Bien discuss the role of lighting in shaping architectural spaces, in that “no more but also no less light: it should be appropriate... never treat all spatial situation in the same way, every space is different” (Bien, Helle 2010, pg. 7). The term ‘appropriate’ is in correlation to programmatic needs, user experiences and the type of ambiance designed by the architect. The expression of light within the built environment varies from dark contemplative space, bright public and social environments, calming diffused spatial illumination, and highly visual stimulating environments, and can involve a dramatic interplay of light and shadow. The characteristics and quality of light changes the experience and activity within a space.

The architectural experience can be described in terms of how light is expressed at any given moment in time (Plummer 2009). The integration of light offers architectural environments a poetic design expression as described by Norman Foster:

“If the spaces that we create do not move the heart and mind then they are surely only addressing one part of their function. Any engineer can quantify light by which
to read a book. But what about the poetic dimension of natural light: the changing nature of an overcast sky, the discovery of shade, the luminosity of a patch of sunlight?”

(Entwistle 2012, pg. 6)

 “[The integration of light within] architecture holds the power to inspire and transform our day-to-day existence. The everyday act of pressing a door handle and walking into a light-washed room can become profound when experienced through sensitized consciousness. To see, to feel these physicality is to become the subject of the senses” (Holl 2007, pg. 40). Norberg-Schulz describes architecture as a form of poetic and qualitative realities, “The primary task of the art of building, he declares, is to create a ‘spirit of place’ whose totality consists not only of concrete things with material presence, but also intangible things – primarily light and atmosphere – which can inspirit buildings as well as landscape” (Plummer 2009, pg. 13).
Day to Night Transformation in a City
The perceptual transformation of the built environment throughout the day and night
Experiencing the Ephemeral

The Earth, as it rotates on its axis, create varying degrees of sunlight exposure. The amount of light the environment receives varies throughout the day, and alters our perception and experience of the surrounding environment. Furthermore, the Earth’s orbit causes seasonal changes and its different positions result in varying amounts of solar exposure for buildings. This dynamic transformation of light throughout the day and night provides endless perceptual stimulation. The ephemeral characteristics of daylight vary in such qualitative aspects as brightness, intensity, colour, orientation, and direction.

“Pallasmaa reminds us that light plays a crucial role in helping us become fully conscious of our existence in the world, and provokes interaction at an immediate, visceral and pre-cognitive level with the light we encounter” (Plummer 2009, pg. 13). The art of designing with daylight imposes creative discipline within architecture as traditional methods of spatial illumination are being challenged. (Steane 2011). The integration of daylight into structures requires an understanding of their environment, microclimate, shape, orientation and fenestration. It also necessitates some understanding of solar changes on the part of the designer (Frampton 2002).
The presence of sunlight within the built environment is able to liven up the space during the day while silencing it at night. There is a continuous perceptual transformation over 24 hours. (Verges 2008). “The perpetual movement of light brings a dynamism within the built form that provides a relationship between people and their daily cycles” (Ramos 2015, pg. 47). Steven Holl states “the presence of [natural] light is the most fundamental connection force of the universe… [further described as the] twin entity which springs from matter and light” (McCarter 2015, pg. 123). The temporality of light can create provides structures with specific and unique conditions at different moments during the day. This experience surpasses any design ornamentation or architectural form as it can perceptually transform even as it engages multiple sensory receptors.

In “Capturing the Ephemeral” by James Carpenter, he states that the expression of light within architecture provides a temporal and sublime experience that transforms spatial environments at specific moments in time. The architectural environment appears to liven up under direct light exposure, and can seem to diminish or even disappear as lighting conditions change over time. Carpenter recognizes that light is a photon that contains information, travels through
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Chapel of St. Ignatius - Steven Holl
Colour and light as a design medium to enrich the architectural environment
Porosity and reveals itself as it reflects off material surfaces (Schröpfer, Carpenter 2011). Light is often understood as only coming from energy sources, but in reality it is constantly being reflected and refracted from surrounding materials. “Each photon is a record of its journey and interaction, and we aim to understand and reveal this cumulative body of information” (Schröpfer, Carpenter 2011, pg. 108). The intensity and hue of the perceived reflected light varies based on the amount of light absorbed by the material.

James Carpenter expresses this understanding of light’s interaction with materials in the design project Periscope Window. Here, a window feature is designed to allow natural light to enter and illuminate the walkway; at the same time, it distorts spatial perception by the use of reflected and refracted light. Each individual module contains a metal surface angled at various positions; it produces different lighting effects as it captures a variety of conditions through indirect illumination. An interplay of light and shadow is perceived in the wall assembly as individual materials capture different aspects of light. A compilation of multiple lighting expressions is superimposed into one experience as the window perceptually transforms according to solar orientation; at different times of the day, different hues are captured. Lights is expressed as “not to beautify, but rather ‘to make
men feel the rhythm marked by nature, harmonizing spaces with light, mitigating them with the passing of the sun (Plummer 2009, pg. 11).

The use of volumes, forms and materials can add experiential depth to light’s temporal characteristics as the architectural environment changes throughout the day. Light is not bound to the same restrictions as is material; its dynamic nature means it is constantly changing our perception of space. Steven Holl’s understanding of the importance of light to design in terms of perception and experience has resulted in an expression of light phenomena in his projects. His design philosophy integrates light into the built environment as a creative artistic expression, one that animates space and alters the user’s experience throughout the day (Mosco, Holl 2009).

“[Natural] light is never static, always on the move, constantly and elusively shifting throughout the hour, day and year. These changing qualities of natural light define both visual appearance and atmosphere over time. It is perhaps this less tangible, more ephemeral side to light that creates memorable and enjoyable places and experiences” (Major, Speirs 2005, pg. 16).

In the design of the Church of St. Ignatius, Holl utilized light and color to animate the interior. It was based on solar orientation: sky-lights, light-wells and windows introduce different hues into the space. The amount of colour that is perceived
is a result of light intensity: the greater the intensity of the light source (the sun), the more reflected light there is and colour is therefore washed onto the interior walls. The expression of light within the built environment is able to transform something inert and dead into spaces filled with energy and spirit. Light is the most spectacular experience that engages perception and enhances the experience of architecture. The church panels are also integrated with artificial illumination, producing effects similar to that of sunlight within the space. The effect is a distortion of the user’s sense of time, as the light source is hidden from him or her.

Through the use of artificial lighting, the built environment is able to redefine the way users experience and perceive it during the night. Sunlight is the primary source of illumination during the day while at night artificial illumination takes control. Artificial illumination allows modern cities to be operable for 24 hours a day, creating cities that never sleep. Holl poetically describes this perceptual transformation of light within the built environment: “In the mist of the metropolis at night, space dissolves before our eyes, only to take shape again within seconds” (Holl 2000, pg. 17). Buildings can appear as glass forms during the day, and transform at night into luminous objects. “An individual work of architecture in its city space may have an entirely different presence by day and by night, both equally important as the self-contained “object” claims a large, less contained presence (Holl 2007, pg. 69). The creative expression of artificial illumination offers architecture possibilities for new sensory effects and experiences.
Architectural integration of “artificial lighting was usually viewed as a ‘system’ rather than a ‘medium’, and it was not until the last two decades of the twentieth century that architects eventually began to embrace artificial light as an integrated part of the design process, rather than appended as a functional system, or indeed, a cosmetic addition” (Major, Speirs 2005, pg. 17). Technological constraints limited the creative design expression of artificial light, where the invention new lighting technology in the 21st century has allowed for more design control and opportunities as well as efficient use of energy, allowing the expression of artificial to create experiential environments that surpasses the sun (Major, Speirs 2005)

The concept of artificial light as a design medium is expressed in the design of Atkins Museum by Steven Holl. The use of C-channel glass as the façade material allows light to enter the building during the day, as well as to appear flat and less dominant within its surroundings. The design attempts to allow the historic building near the museum to become the focal point for tourists and visitors during the day. At night, it is transformed into a luminous object through the use of artificial illumination. Its closure during the evening allows its contemporary design to become its focal point. This duality of lighting expression is seen in the
contrast between solid/dark traditional architecture and the porous/light contemporary design.

The increased use of artificial illumination within the built environment has made it an important element of design that can be expressed and integrated within structures. Artificial lighting, like sunlight, has a unique role in shaping the architectural experience. “Artificial sources offer as many possibilities for expression and the creation of architecture as the light of the sun itself” (Major, Speirs 2005, pg. 3). Artificial lighting has become very important in the development of modern-day architecture, Louis Khan expresses the danger of relying solely on artificial illumination in architecture. “It should not supplement daylight, as no space, architecturally, is a space unless it has natural light” (Major, Speirs 2005, pg. 15). The expression of both daylight and artificial illumination has innovative architectural potential.
Chapter 5 - Light and Architecture
Architecture as a Vehicle to Express Light and Shadow

Light is a powerful design tool that can transform mundane spatial environments into perceptually fluid and stimulating ones through its articulation and interplay with shadow. This thesis considers an office facility as a vehicle for the creative articulation and expression of light and shadow in order to generate a positive and distinctive architectural experience and spatial environment. This office caters to small start-up companies, providing users with collaborative and temporal working environments that respond to the 24-hour lifestyle of contemporary society. The integration of light, and its changing conditions, within the office hub supports its programmatic needs even as it provides an enriching spatial experience as the lighting condition changes throughout the day. The design of lighting concepts provides workers with a range of lighting conditions and spatial environments that are responsive to the user's working habits.

This design research project explores light as a creative and poetic design expression. It critiques the issues of homogeneous spatial lighting environment and light saturation within contemporary architecture. The pervasive use of glass curtain wall and lack of architectural design integration of artificial illumination has deprived users of the enjoyable experience provided by the interplay of light and shadow. The characteristics and qualities of light when it is integrated into spatial environments can transform the way users experience and perceive architecture. The articulation and expression of both sunlight and artificial light within office hubs offers new experiential opportunities for day-time and night-time.
Lighting Design Strategies

Utilizing light as the primary design driver for an architectural experience within spatial environments, this thesis design project explores the impact of creative lighting design integration on user experience and perception. The design strategies developed are methods to curate and express light within the built environment. The articulation of sunlight, artificial light, architectural form, physical properties of material, and spatial ambiance offers the potential to create perceptual, fluid and stimulating environments that can transform the way users experience and perceive the built environment over the course of the day and night.
Strategy 1: Solar Orientation as Architecture Experience

The first strategy utilizes solar orientation as a means of designing, shaping, organizing and generating an architectural experience within the spatial environment. The architectural integration of daylight correlates to the user’s specifications regarding experience, ambiance and programmatic need. The power of the spatial environment is such that it can be designed for high solar exposure, producing energetic and engaging environments, or low exposure to provide intimate and calming environments. The effect of sunlight as the sun moves across the sky provides the opportunity for the built environment to creatively integrate and reveal light to its user, creating spatial environments that are experience at specific moment in time.

Strategy 2: Artificial Illumination to Perceptually Transform Architecture During the Night

The second strategy explores artificial light as a creative design expression, one that will redefine the way users experience and perceive built environment during the night. The ability to control and illuminate space on demand presents different challenges from dealing with natural light, sunlight,
although there are similarities in the use of both. A milieu that appears dull and lifeless during the day can become dynamic and interesting under the night sky. The ability to control and manipulate artificial light offers a powerful design tool in shaping specific environments and creating an overall architectural experience.

Strategy 3: Architectural Form to Express and Reveal Light

The third strategy utilizes form as a means to articulate, integrate and reveal light within architecture. Forms provide the opportunity to creatively express light within the built environment; they have the potential to integrate light in cases where there are constraints on natural light exposure due to existing site conditions. Designing the architectural form with emphasis on its relationship to light can produce powerful effects of light and darkness.

Strategy 4: Material Properties to Reveal the Characteristics of Light

The fourth strategy explores the physical properties of material as a method to articulate and express light within architecture. Materials can perceptually
transform their locations, whether the lighting is low or high, whether the illumination is direct or indirect. The physical properties of material, its assembly and construction, in combination with its interaction with light, can transform the way users experience and perceive built environments.

Strategy 5: Spatial Ambiance to Enrich the Architectural Experience

The last strategy examines light in relation to the type of experience and spatial ambiance it produces within the built environment. The type of lighting a space receives describes the function and characteristics of a space. A bright spatial ambiance evokes a public and energetic environment, whereas low spatial illumination suggests privacy and contemplation.
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Spatial Ambiance
a: OMA - Seattle Public Library
b: Peter Zumthor - Kunsthaus Bregenz
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Daylight integration within architecture requires an analysis of the existing solar patterns of a site, which will provide designers with an understanding of design challenges and opportunities. Site conditions such as neighbouring buildings, geographical location, climate condition and street characteristics influence the expression and integration of light within a specific structure. Utilizing light as the primary driver for design, this thesis project utilizes both sunlight and artificial light for the generation of an architectural experience within a spatial environment.

The site of the thesis design project is located on 1347 Dundas Street West, Toronto Ontario, Canada. Toronto’s geographical location results in seasonal changes throughout the year, changes that influence the amount of light buildings receive throughout the day. The city receives up to 10 hours of direct sunlight exposure during the winter and up to 18 hours in the summer. During the winter, lesser light exposure can cause seasonal affective disorder (SAD), which has a negative impact on humans’ overall mood and physical aptitude. The built environment has the potential to counter such conditions, with the integration of light to support and influence user comfort and well-being.

As seasons change in the city, solar angles provide design challenges associated with the integration of light. The peak solar angle at noon ranges
from 30° in the winter to 70° in the summer, providing an array of possible spatial lighting exposure and experiences throughout the year. The understanding and consideration of solar angles can aid the designer in the attempt to reveal and utilize light as a medium. In the colder seasons, between October and March, direct solar exposure is wanted within buildings as a method to passively heat and illuminate spaces. However, in the warmer season between April and September, it is necessary to reduce the amount of direct solar exposure to avoid excessive heat gain within interior environments.

The site is a corner lot consisting of street frontage along the south and east façades. The design has the potential to integrate and articulate different lighting methods along the individual facades. The programmatic functions and typologies of buildings along the adjacent streets differ from one another; the south-facing street primarily consists of commercial buildings, while the east-facing street accommodates residential housing.

Dundas Street West to the south of the site is a highly energetic street with pedestrians and cars passing by throughout the day and evening. Small commercial buildings that populate the street serve surrounding neighbourhoods. They utilize large, glazed windows to create a public and inviting impression during the day and night.

Towards the north of the site is a residential neighbourhood consisting of detached and semidetached houses. The transition from an active, public atmosphere to the calm one of a private residential neighbourhood presents the opportunity to create different lighting scenarios along building façades. To the west of the site is a commercial building that provides design challenges as its west façade is limited as to the amount of available openings.

This thesis project will take advantage of different lighting conditions along the east and south
façades and will utilize roofs for the introduction of sunlight in areas with limited direct solar exposure. Consideration of the site’s conditions and programmatic needs will influence the end result as regards spatial experience and perception.
Program Description

The working culture of offices in the 21st century has significantly evolved; this dynamism has influenced office design and structure, making it different from that developed in the early 20th. Contemporary offices are more mobile, collaborative, and interdisciplinary than their predecessors; the traditional office design typology does not support these cultural changes. Traditional office typology focused primarily on function and efficiency, utilizing large open-floor plans and grid layouts for lighting fixtures and furniture. The result was spaces that were homogeneous and mundane, lacking visual stimulation and depriving users of the experience that the interplay of light and shadow could provide.

The integration of light within an office has the potential to change the way users experience and perceive spatial environments across the 24-hour working lifestyle of contemporary society. The innovative expression of different spatial lighting environments during the morning, afternoon, evening, and midnight, can provide built environments that support the working habits of users. Office workstations, collaboration rooms, meeting rooms and lounges must be designed to creatively express different spatial lighting conditions, altering the way users experience environments throughout the day, respond to them, and behave generally.
The success of the Centre for Social Innovation (CSI), and its growth within Toronto has demonstrated the demand for temporal/shareable office working environments, ones that cater to start-up companies. CSI is designed to house multiple small local business in a single building, attempting to provide temporal spatial working environments that will support social entrepreneurs and like-minded individuals. The office facility enables businesses to gather and support one another, and allows users to share ideas and experience, educate others, and develop strategies for future growth.

Their goal is to provide flexible working environments based on user demand and preferences throughout the day; however, their facility was not designed in such a way as to cater to these principles. Its spatial layout, uniform façade treatment and materials selection gives it a homogeneous expression that lacks an expression of individual identity. Such an expression would impact users’ habits, response to their workplace, and behaviour generally. Using light as a design medium to create the architectural experience. The expression of light proposed in this thesis project will re-define traditional office working environments, and create unique spatial lighting conditions to engage with user activity and enhance the architectural experience.

The facility consists of temporary work stations, team clusters, meeting rooms and event spaces, as well as a lounge, classroom and kitchen that are open to all users. The provision of temporal work environments allows users to move freely around spaces according to their preferences and activities.
throughout the day. Users are able to work in spaces that receive direct light exposure during the morning, afternoon, and evening, and can enjoy environments that are collaborative and private. The office hub has the potential to express different lighting conditions to enhance user experience throughout the day. The organization and location of apertures and their design for filtering light can contribute to a working environment that has a unique identity and offers its users an innovative experience.

Programmatic lighting design concepts are:
1. Circulation space – low light sensitivity
   a. Minor task illumination
   b. Temporal use throughout the day
2. Multipurpose / collaborative space – Light variability based on activity
   a. Specific to its functional use
   b. Group / social activity
3. Work Space (Hot desk) – Direct solar exposure for selective rooms along the east, south, and west facade
   a. High task illumination
   b. High usage
   c. Enjoyable spatial ambiance
   d. Individual activity
4. Lounge/collaborative space – Dynamic lighting environment
   a. Visual stimulation
   b. High usage
c. Group activity
5. Meeting spaces – Ranging for bright to dark
   a. Presentation room (projection - dark)
   b. Collaboration room (white board - bright)
   c. Meeting room (talking - bright)
6. Private group office – Enjoyable spatial illumination
   a. High task illumination
   b. High usage

Within our daily lives, we experience a variety of different lighting scenarios that captivate our attention and stimulate our senses. Our field of view is constantly changing outdoors, providing visual stimulation through different lighting effects. The vivid display of colours, textures and design features provides us with scenic and pleasurable experiences. The natural environment is filled with a diverse range of memorable lighting effects and experiences; these include glimmering stars in the night sky, the single beam of light in a cave, the hot sun on a beach, the diffusion of light through clouds in the sky and the filtering of light through leaves on a tree.

The design of the thesis project utilizes different light scenario within each individual spaces, creating a distinct spatial ambiance and experience within the office hub. A poetic and artistic design expression of light is able to transform the way user perceive the built environment throughout the day and night. The characteristics, experience and quality of light within the natural environment provide lighting design concepts and objectives that creatively express and integrates light. The lighting experiences engendered by a cave, the sky, and forests provide unique sensorial and perceptual stimulation that are captured within the design of spaces of the thesis project. Taking lighting concepts and experiences of the natural environment provides an opportunity to reveal and experience light, changing the expression and integration of light. The lighting effects of are as followed:
1. Cave - (Private, Meeting)
   a. Highly rich in texture
   b. Granular material
   c. Low light ambiance
   d. High contrast and selective opening

2. Sky – (Workstation, Energetic)
   a. Layered material
   b. Diffused illumination
   c. Luminous environment
   d. Continuous illumination

3. Forest – (Vertical displacement, field of depth)
   a. Depth of field
   b. Rhythmic patterns of light and shadow
   c. Shifting lines
   d. Vertical displacement

Utilizing the sky as an example of an overall spatial lighting design goal, the spatial environment can be designed to have a high lighting ambiance through indirect or diffused illumination. A high-lighting condition makes users feel more awake and alert for social activity and is conducive to a more productive working environment. This condition contrasts with the spatial environment of a cave. The low-light ambiance creates a sensorial environment that deprives users of visual stimulus, creating a private and intimate spatial environment. The poetic expression and experience of light can support the practical functioning of an office even as it enriches the architectural experience over the course of the day.
Design Project

The following drawings showcases the thesis design project through a series of architectural drawings, renders and diagrams. A sequence of images are presented, showcasing the type of lighting design effects and expression within the office hub.
The design of the office hub utilizes light, material and form to reveal the unique characteristics and design of the individual rooms. Within each space, a unique spatial ambiance and lighting condition are expressed to support the programmatic activity as well as create a spatial identity within the building. The spatial lighting condition throughout the building range from low light ambiance to highly illuminated space, supporting the functional requirement and experiential expression of light. Areas of high transparency provide indoor/outdoor connection (highly illuminated space), where opaque rooms create private and dark spatial environment.
F51  b_Hallway
The hallways utilizes material and form to integrate and express light. The use of a steel grate floor system allow ambient light to disperse between floors, making the space appear brighter and comfortable for circulation between offices. At specific time of the year (early noon), the designed light well allows sunlight to enter along the west wall. The illumination of wood slats of different depth create light and shadow variation display in the interior environment to provide perceptual stimulation for office workers.

F51  c_Kitchen
Located along the east façade, the kitchen is designed to stimulate the bodies of workers in the morning through direct solar exposure. The filtration of light through horizontal louvres softens the amount of direct solar exposure, creating a dynamic environment through the interplay of light and shadow. The integration of material, solar exposure and spatial ambiance define the characteristics of the kitchen in the morning.
Located along the hallway, the temporal workstation receives direct solar exposure during the morning. The filtration of light through vertical louvres ensure light is able to enter deep into the building while providing consistent illumination as it mediates between spaces. A sense of verticality and spatial compression is experienced within the space through the undulation of ceiling panels and vertical lines. The treatment of white ceramic tile allows more light to be reflected, creating a bright spatial ambiance for workers throughout the day.

The dark wood treatment along the floor reduces the amount of reflected light along the eastern window, contrasting with the white ceramic tiles. This dynamic collaborative zones introduces direct solar exposure during the morning, afternoon, and evening as it contacts walls and floors. The stucco treatment along the walls provide a textural surface to create light and shadow variation to enrich the architectural environment.
F51 f_Collaborative Zone 2
Located on the south façade, the double height collaborative space is designed to appear open and highly saturated with light. Direct southern light exposure create dramatic light and shadow variation within the space, where it is designed perceptually stimulate users after long working hours. An open seating arrangement allows users to freely move around the space that suits their comfortable lighting exposure and condition. The transition from a bright area and dark zones is expressed through the rotation of the louvres.

F51 g_Office Work Station 2
The design workstation expresses a dark and sensorial environment as low light ambiance is introduced. Direct solar exposure are expressed and revealed along the walls and floors, reducing the distraction on workstation and providing indirect illumination within the space. The screening of light along the eastern façade in the morning, and the trickling of light along the interior white stonewall in the afternoon provides light and shadow stimulation that enriches the spatial experience.
F51  h_Private Meeting Room
A cave like spatial experience is perceived through the dark lighting condition and illumination from above. A sensorial environment is experienced within the meeting room as the low light ambiance desensitize the eye, mind, and body. The room caters to projection work and digital media as the illuminated work becomes the primary focus. Indirect illumination along the perimeter of the room reveals the textural characteristics of the dark wood treatment within.

F51  i_Office Work Space 3
The workstation is designed to receive a high amount illumination throughout the day, making the environment appear refreshing and energized with light. The use of channel glass wall system allows sunlight diffuse into the space, where at night it is able to emit a soft glow. Whether in the morning, afternoon, evening or midnight, the space is designed to allow workers to feel alert and awake.
The south façade is designed to create two contrasting spatial environments that express and utilize light differently from one another. The collaborative space is designed to be dynamic, comforting, and engaging through the use of material and light, providing and indoor and outdoor connectivity. Whereas the work station is designed to be private, with minimal visual connection. The materials used along the interior walls provide different hue of light and alter user perception and experience.

The integration of artificial illumination along the exterior wood panels of the façade creatively utilize and display light along the urban street. Subtle variation in lighting organization and design provides perceptually unique and intriguing lighting effects. The design of the Eastern façade consists of uniquely designed individual forms that expresses and reveal light differently from one another.
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Conclusion

The expression of both light and shadow as a design medium enriches the characteristics and quality of space, providing architecture with perceptually fluid and stimulating experiences. The type of lighting a space receives influences the spatial activity, user experience, spatial ambiance and the characteristics of the built environment. A highly illuminated space is suggestive of an energetic, public, and social environment, whereas dark environments are describe as sensorial, intimate, and private spaces. Light provides a means of engaging the user’s sensorial receptors, perceptually transforming the architectural experience as one moves through space. The dynamic characteristics of light as it changes throughout the day offers a design potential for architecture to express, creating temporal environment that are visually engaging and stimulating at specific moments in time. The expression of light is able to transform mundane architectural environments into sensorial, experiential and perceptually engaging spaces.

The evaluation of architectural lighting design through quantifiable design metrics examines lights functional role of spatial illumination and energy, whereas qualitative design aspects express its perceptual and experiential characteristics in shaping architectural environment. The evaluation of lighting design through codes and standards has provided architecturally homogeneous lighting
conditions, depriving users of the architectural experience. The interplay of light and shadow offers architectural environments with visually diverse and experiential environments that provides users with a range of sensorial stimulus, engaging the eye, mind and body. Light reveals the characteristics and quality of material, form, texture, and colour, whereas darkness withdraws these feature providing space with a sense of mystery and ambiguity. The expression of light and shadow introduces experiential depth as the architectural environments perceptually transform throughout the day and night.

The pervasive use of glass curtain wall and artificial illumination has saturated architecture with light, depriving users the experience and expression of darkness. The use of sun filtering devices such as screens and louvres allow for the filtration and mediation of light between exterior and interior environment. The type of lighting and shadow effects produced correlates to its assembly and composition, where the size, shape, scale, and spacing of opening alters the type of lighting effects and experienced produced. Lighting variability and contrast are means of creating perceptually engaging architectural environments, providing users with an array of lighting stimulus and experiences within a space.
Contemporary society has grown into a 24-hour cycle, where the expression of both daylight and artificial illumination introduces new experiential opportunity and spatial activity throughout the day. While the behaviour of both sunlight and artificial light are similar, its role within architecture differ from one another. Sunlight illuminates the interior environments, offering an artistic and experiential design expression within. Whereas at night, artificial illumination is able perceptually transform the built environment into illuminated objects, revealing the interior to the urban street. The design expression of both light and artificial illumination offers the potential to redefine user experience and perception.

Throughout history, religious buildings, museums and galleries have creatively expressed light in shaping the architectural environment and user experience. Whereas light’s role in shaping the office environment lack the poetic and creative design expression. The organization of artificial illumination and windows in a grid like fashion produced homogeneous environments that deprive users of visual lighting stimulus. The integration of light has a significant role in improving the overall user well-being and experience within an office, transforming the mundane environment into perceptual fluid spaces. The treatment of architectural lighting should differ from space to space, function to function, providing environments that are perceptually engaging and stimulating environments within architecture.

The integration of light and shadow has an important role in shaping the architectural environment and experience. Architectural lighting requires a creative design expression that influences the overall characteristics and quality of space as well as the users within. The design strategies listed within the thesis expresses light and shadow as a creative design medium to support and generate architectural spaces. Utilizing solar orientation as a method to generate the architectural experience enables the built
environment to transform into a perceptually fluid environment, enriching the architectural experience and characteristics of space. The absence of the sun enables artificial illumination to command for attention, perceptually transforming the built environment during the evening. The integration of both solar orientation and artificial illumination provides unique experiential moments through lighting effects, altering the way users experience and perceive architecture.

The design of the architectural form in relation to the type of lighting effects produce allows for creative design integration and expression of light that enriches the characteristics and quality of space. The use of material properties, surface treatment and composition enables users to experience and reveal the unique characteristics of light as it interacts with material. The expression of light and shadow through texture and material provide lighting variation that engages the users’ perception and enriches the quality of space. Lastly, the design of architectural spaces that provoke a particular ambiance through light provides a distinctive sensorial stimulation and experience. The type of lighting a space receives is able to drastically change the spatial functioning and experience within architecture. The strategies outline reinforce the importance of utilizing light and shadow as a design expression to generate architectural environments. The interplay of light and shadow allows for perceptual stimulation that enriches the architectural experience and environment.
Appendix A - Light/Shadow Experiments

The experiments conducted reveal the potential of light and shadow expression to generate architectural environments and experience. The abstraction of these lighting design concept models provide opportunity to apply within the design of architecture. The characteristics of material, texture, form, shape, space, etc. are method to express and experience light to generate the architectural environment. Lights integration within the built environment is able to perceptually transform spaces, changing the characteristics and perception of its surrounding.
The designed experiment examines the expression of light and shadow through material texture and surface manipulation. The designed model utilizes depth as an opportunity to reveal light and shadow as an aesthetic expression. The characteristics and quality of the material vary based on the orientation of the light source. The greater the depth of the aperture, the more dramatic lighting condition is experienced. Its architectural application showcases the potential of giving walls and roofs a 3-Dimensional depth to allow light to mediate between spaces. The designed experiment is an example of a designed screen or light filtration device that is able to create dynamic architectural environments through the interplay of light and shadow.

CNC Apertures Experiment
The designed experiment examines the expression of light and shadow through material texture and surface manipulation. The designed model utilizes depth as an opportunity to reveal light and shadow as an aesthetic expression. The characteristics and quality of the material vary based on the orientation of the light source. The greater the depth of the aperture, the more dramatic lighting condition is experienced. Its architectural application showcases the potential of giving walls and roofs a 3-Dimensional depth to allow light to mediate between spaces. The designed experiment is an example of a designed screen or light filtration device that is able to create dynamic architectural environments through the interplay of light and shadow.
The experiment showcased the significance of using material and form as a method to create unique perceptual and experiential opportunity based on the quality and orientation of the light source. The designed model consists of apertures of various depth along an undulated surface, allowing for the interplay of light and shadow. The dramatic variation of light and shadow provides visual stimulus that makes the design of the model more intriguing. The translucent material (ABS Plastic) allows the object to perceptually transform from a solid form into an illuminated object, showcases the transformation of lighting effects from day to night. The amount of light transmitted through the object depends on the thickness of the material, where the joints and thin areas allow more light to permeate. The design and orientation of apertures in relation to solar movement allow for the opportunity to create lighting experiences and effects at specific moments in time.
Box Light Experiment
The designed experiment utilizes aperture and light as a method to influence spatial perception and generate the architectural experience. The different openings along the walls and roof produce a distinctive lighting effect that perceptually transform the interior environment as the light changes throughout the day. The built environment has the potential to reveal light and express it as an aesthetic expression that enriches architectural environment and user experience. The experiment showcases the potential of creatively designing apertures to effect the characteristics of space.
This experiment attempts to express light beyond its traditional illumination of object and space. It attempts to integrate light, colour and aperture to perceptually transform the characteristics of the model. The design is a six sided box that consists of distinctively different design treatment that alter the lighting effects and experience. Colour and light are used to create perceptually stimulating surface characteristics that enriches the perception and experience of the model. The surfaces along the box are treated with 3-dimensional depth, allowing for the interplay of light and shadow through the screening and filtration of light.
The designed experiment showcases the significance of surface treatment in producing light and shadow effects. A flat, untouched acrylic panel is able to fully transmit light, where the etching or curving of the panel provide moments of light reflection, refraction and absorption. The produced model offers the potential to express unique lighting effects based on the location of the light source. Introducing texture along surfaces architecture allows for the interplay of light and shadow to enrich user experience and perception.
Aperture Experiment

Experiment of aperture location and lighting effects produced within space.
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Spatial Form Experiment
Experiment of form to creatively introduce light into space and the type of spatial experience offered.
Screen and Light Filtration Experiment

Experiment of screens and light filtration devices. The examination of light and shadow variation through different screening devices and depth.
Appendix B -
Additional Project Drawings

The physical models produced analyzes the transformation of sunlight and its impact on architectural environment throughout the day. The angular positioning of the sun reveals and produces different light and shadow effects that alter the perception of space. The model portrays the type of lighting condition produced. The analysis of space and lighting effects under sunlight has
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Physical Model - Site Model
Physical Model - Massing
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The physical models produced examine the characteristics and quality of the designed space through the use of sunlight. The dynamic characteristics of the sun perceptually transform the characteristics of space and material. The examination of the model under different solar orientation reveals the unique design expression that enrich the architectural environment and experience. The ephemeral characteristics of the sun provide users with unique experiential moment at specific time of day.
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Day/Night Transformation - Dundas St.
Appendix C - Day/Night Exterior Lighting

The transformation of light throughout the day provides new perceptual and experiential opportunity within architecture based on the type of lighting it receives. During the day, sunlight illuminates the interior of buildings, creating light and shadow effects that provide visual stimulation and enrich the experience of space. As the positioning of the sun changes, the light and shadow condition varies based on the design of the façade. Interior environments have the potential to appear dynamic and animated at specific moments of the day, creating experiences that are unique to time and location. Architecture perceptually transforms as the sun waxes and wanes throughout the day, a predictable yet variable source of illumination for architecture. The quantity, intensity, colour, orientation, etc. are all influenced by the atmosphere, producing new lighting experience and effects within the built environment.

The invention of artificial illumination provide a reliable source of illumination within architecture. Buildings appear as solid forms during the day, where at night transforms into lanterns as the light source is located within the interior environment. Artificial illumination provides architecture with an artistic display of lights along the streets within the night. The façade filters daylight into the interior space, where at night artificial illumination is filtered formed the exterior environment. Environments
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Day/Night Transformation - Rusholme Rd.
that appear visually dominant during the day can be dissipate at night, allowing for other details and spaces to become focal point within the design. The expression of sunlight and artificial lighting has a significant role in redefining the way user perceive and experience the built environment.

Through the use of glass façades, the depth of perception is extended between the interior and exterior environments. The design uses a louvre system that are slightly angled to block or allow light into the building based on the spatial functioning. This allows for a continuous façade composition while altering the amount of light that mediates through the building. The louvre is designed to allow for more light to penetrate the collaborative space, whereas the louvres slightly rotate along the office work station to reduce direct light exposure within the space. This variation within the façade design produce different spatial lighting condition seen within the interior through the use of daylight as well as the exterior.
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